Checking that a given finite state program satisfies a linear temporal logic property is suffering in many cases from a severe space and time explosion. One way to cope with this is to reduce the state graph used for model checking. We define an equivalence relation between infinite sequences, based on infinite traces such that for each equivalence class, either all or none of the sequences satisfy the checked formula. We present an algorithm for constructing a state graph that contains at least one representative sequence for each equivalence class. This allows applying existing model checking algorithms to the reduced state graph rather than on the larger full state graph of the program. It also allows model checking under fairness assumptions, and exploits these assumptions to obtain smaller state graphs. A formula rewriting technique is presented to allow coarser equivalence relation among sequences, such that less representatives are needed.
Introduction
When a program allows concurrent or independent activities, their executions are interleaved in many possible orders. It is often the case that a formula qa is insensitive to reordering some of the concurrent activities of the program, i.e., that any two sequences that are obtained from each other by such reordering, either both satisfy ~o or both satisfy -,9~. This phenomenon allows reducing the state graph used for model checking by constructing a smaller state graph that represents only a subset of the interleaving sequences.
In this paper, we study model checking techniques based on constructing a reduced state graph that generates representative interleaving sequences. We base our state graph reduction on an equivalence relation on classes of infinite sequences (called infinite traces [7] ), equivalent up to commuting independent operations (i.e., pairs of operations whose effect on the global states is commutative). This equivalence relation is refined in order to guarantee that the checked formula is equivalence robust [2] w.r.t, the equivalence relation. That is, in each equivalence class, either all the sequences satisfy the formula, or none of them satisfy it.
A family of algorithms is suggested which generate a state graph G for the modeled program such that at least one representative sequence for each equivalence class is present in G. Thus, model checking algorithms for linear temporal logic (LTL) [9] such as [8] , that are otherwise applied to the (full) state graph of the program, can be applied to the smaller state graph G. The gain in time and space lies then in the fact that these algorithms are applied to a state graph which can be in some cases considerably smaller than the full state graph of the program.
In order to make the checked formula equivalence robust, the equivalence relation between sequences that is induced by the program may need to be refined. This is done by introducing new dependencies between program operations whose execution in different orders can alter the truth value of the checked property. Since the size of the reduced state graph grows with the number of such dependencies (the equivalence relation becomes finer and more representatives are required to appear in the state graph), we are motivated to add as little such dependencies as possible. We show how re,;vriting the checked formula using LTL equivalences can help in reducing the number of dependencies that are added in order to achieve equivalence robustness.
We also generalize the framework of model checking using representative sequences by allowing fairness conditions to assist in the generation Of the reduce state graphs. When fairness is assumed, there are less interleaving sequences that correspond to executions of the program. Thus, in the presence of a fairness assumption, it is possible that less equivalence Classes and thus less representatives are required. We show how fairness assumptions can be exploited when expanding the state graph to reduce it further.
Preliminaries
Afinite-stateprogram P is a triple IT, Q, 5 / where T is a finite set of operations, Q is a finite set of states, and t E Q is the initial state. The enabling condition ena _C Q of an operation c~ is the set of states from which c~ can be executed. This is denoted also as a boolean predicate on states. Each operation o~ can be seen as a partial transformation c~ : Q ~ Q which needs to be defined at least for each q E en,~.
Definition 2.1 A dependency relation is a binary reflexive and symmetric relation D C_ T x T such that for each pair of operations (o~,/3) q[ D(called independent operations) it must hold that for each q E Q, if q E end,/3 is enabled in q iff it is enabled in c~(q). Moreover, if q E en~ N en~ then ~(/3(q) ) =/3(c~(q) ).
Programs written in programming languages, e.g., with shared variables or communication, can be Ixanslated into sets of operations [9] . A dependency relation can also be retrieved syntactically from the program (see for example [5, 13] ). It will be evident in the sequel that the gain obtained from the model checking method suggested here can increase when a smaller dependency relation (i.e., one that contains less pairs) D is used, and vice versa. Notice that any reflexive and symmetric relation D I such that D C_ D' C_ T • T also satisfies the above conditions and thus can be considered as a dependency relation for P. The dependency relation D is used to define an equivalence relation on interleaving sequences. First, an equivalence between finite strings of operations is defined [10] : two strings v, w E T* are equivalent, denoted v =D w, iff there exists a sequence of strings u0, ul, ..., un, where uo = v, u~ = w, and for each 0 < i < n, ui = f~afl~ and u~+l = ~/~aa for some ~, ~2 E T*, a,/3 E T, (a, t) r D. That is, w is equivalent to v if it can be obtained from it by repeatedly commuting adjacent independent operations. It can be easily seen that '=D' is indeed an equivalence relation among finite strings. Notice that if v is a finite admissible sequence of a program P, and v =n w, then w is also an admissible sequence of P.
The definition of equivalence between finite strings is now extended to interleaving sequences [7] . Denote by Pref(w) the set of finite prefixes of the (finite or infinite) string w. A relation '_' is defined between pairs of admissible sequences as follows:
That is, each finite prefix of v is a prefix of a permutation (under commuting adjacent independent operations) of some prefix of v'.
Definition 2.3 Define v ~-, v I iff v -~ v ~ and v' -~ v.
It is easy to see that '~' is an equivalence relation [7] . A trace is an equivalence class of admissible sequences. Notice that this allows traces of finite as well as infinite sequences. Denote a trace a also by [v] , where v is any member of or. The length of a trace is the length of any of its sequences (they are all of equal length). A finite trace is thus a set of finite admissible sequences equivalent to each other up to commuting adjacent independent operations. It can be easily shown that if v =D V ~, then finv = finv,. Therefore, for a finite trace a, we can write fina for the last state reached by any sequence in a. 
existentially.
A property ~ such that for each r E R g, r~ iffTr~ is said to be equivalence robust with respect to R D. We will omit R D when clear from text. Equivalence robustness was first defined for fairness properties in [2] . It is possible to weaken the conditions for dependency given in Definition 2.1, achieving further reduced state graphs when using conditional dependency relation (see [6] ).
Spawning Reduced State Graphs 3.1 Existing Partial Order Model-Checking Methods
The algorithm suggested in this paper is related to previous algorithms of Valmari [15, 16] and of Godefroid and Wolper [3, 4] . It is also connected to a verification method by Katz and Peled [5] .
Godefroid [3] suggested an algorithm called the sleep set method for spanning a reduced state graph for finite-state programs. Such a reduced state graph G contains for eachfinite trace a representative linearization. More formally, for each finite trace a of P, G generates an admissible sequence of operations "/1 3'2... 3'n such that cr C [3'1 72... 3'n]. This algorithm can be used for checking deadlocks and other safety properties. The intuition behind the algorithm is as follows: to each node s expanded by the algorithm, a set sleep(s) of directions (operations), called its sleep set, is associated. e These (enabled) operations do not need to be explored from s.
If from some node a, some direction a is already explored, then when any edge s ~ ~ t, with 3 independent of s is explored, there is no need to expand the direction r from t and s is added to sleep(t). This follows form the fact that when the expansion of s is finished, enough representatives for successor operations of s (including 3) are explored, and exploring s after 3 is the same as expanding/3 after s, i.e., a[s3] = ~r [3~].
Moreover, if expanding s is not needed from some node s (i.e., s E sleep(s)) and an edge s ~ r with 3' independent of cx is explored, then c~ is added to sleep(r), since the occurrences of s immediately following 7 can be commuted to represent an already unnecessary sequence.
When a node is reached again during expansion, a new sleep set is calculated for it, and is compared with the one it had before. If the old sleep set contained some operations that are not included in the new sleep set, the node is expanded again with a sleep set which is the intersection of the new and the old sleep set. This guarantees that if the node is reached from two or more directions, it will provide enough successors for all of them 1. This algorithm does not guarantee that the state graph it spawns generates at least one representative interleaving sequence for each run.
As an example, consider a program P1 with two sets of operations Ot = {a} and 02 = {3, 7, 6}, initialized with a state in which both a and 3 are enabled. The operations 02 are interdependent and constitute an infinite loop such that 3'76 is repeatedly executed. The operation a is independent of the operations in Oi, and can be executed only once. Each interleaving ,O, sequence of P1 is infinite and contains at most one occurrence of a, J(~d~6 3 interleaved after an arbitrary prefix of (3 7 6) ~ The reduced state graph constructed according to the above principles is depicted on ~ ~ ,7 ~ a the right (the starting node is black). For each node s reached by an edge labeled with a, the only enabled operation is in sleep(s).
Thus, in each sequence generated by the graph, once a is taken, it is the last operation. The only infinite sequence generated is (~ 7 6)~.
Valmafi [ 15] suggested an algorithm for spawning reduced state graphs for programs, extending a previous method by Overman [11] . His method is based on avoiding the expansion of all the enabled directions from a given node s. This is done by finding a sufficient subset of the enabled directions that need to be explored from s called a stubborn set. Then, only these directions are explored. The reduced state graph obtained in this way is guaranteed to contain all of the deadlocks (i.e., states that do not have successors) that appear in the full state graph.
The idea of reducing the set of successors from a global state was also developed independently by Katz and Peled [5] . There, proof rules were given, based on a construction of faithful decompositions that are similar to stubborn sets. This allows verifying equivalence robust liveness properties of programs by using well founded induction that considers only a subset of representatives of the interleavings sequences. Then, it is possible to deduce that these properties hold for all the execution sequences of the program.
Valmari has extended his methods [16] to verify properties of next-time free (i.e., without' O') LTL formulas using the reduced state graph. There, an operation is defined to be visible if it can change the truth value of a proposition that appears in the checked formula. The gain from commutativity strongly depends upon the number of visible operations. When all the operations are visible, there is no gain at all, as the full state graph will be constructed.
The stubborn sets are generated with respect to no particular fairness assumption. If some fairness ~P is assumed, it is possible to check that the property ~b holds under the assumption ~o by model checking that qa ~ ~b holds. In addition to the inefficiency 1The algorithm described in [3] includes also some additional heuristics to reduce the subset of edges expanded from a given node.
caused by model checking being PSPACE-complete in the size of the formula, adding fairness as a part of the formula also causes all the operations of the program to be visible.
The Suggested Algorithm
We present an algorithm that improves the above techniques in order to achieve the following new goals:
9 Representative sequences for all the infinite runs (rather than the finite traces, as in [3, 16] ) of the program are generated by. the reduced state graph G. That is, for every run 7r E R~, at least one interleaving sequence ~ E 7r is generated by G. 9 Algorithms that treat various fairness assumptions efficiently, such as [8] can directly use the reduced state graph to check that a property holds under a fairness assumption. Moreover, fairness can be used during the state graph expansion, to further reduce the state graphs. 9 Heuristics that were used by the previous methods are generalized in such a way that (1) a generic framework is presented for predicting the directions needed to be explored from a given node, such that suggested prediction heuristics can be validated against it, and (2) it is shown that making an optimal prediction is NP-hard. 9 Any next-time free temporal property can be model-checked, and (as will be shown in the next section) a reduced state graph can be constructed even in the extreme case when all operations are visible (i.e., can change the truth value of some proposition that appear in the checked formula). 9 Additional reduction of the state graph is achieved by deciding whether to construct a new edge only upon backtracking from the node to which it is directed. Moreover, after completing the expansion of the state graph, it is possible to identify some states as redundant, and free the space that was used to store them.
The algorithm presented herein is a modification of the algorithm of [3] so that the spawned state graph contains representatives for infinite traces. It does so by guaranteeing that for each run ~r, for each expanded node s and trace ~ _ 7r with fin~ = val(s), if a[a] _.E 7r and a is not in sleep(s) (if t~ E sleep(s) the direction a was already taken care of from some other node), then a path ~ = s a0 ~ tl #1 t2 ... tn -~ tn+l a ~ r will be generated, with a[/~0 ... ~3ha] EE_ 7r.
The following changes are made to the sleep set algorithm: after an edge s "r ~ t with (a, 7) r D that closes a cycle is explored (this is detected by testing if the expansion of t is not completed, i.e., is still active, when the edge s "r > t is explored), the operation "/is not added to the sleep set of any node s' such that s a ~ s'. We say that the direction 7 is unreliable from s. The reason is that since the expansion of t is not completed and thus the existence of a path ~ (with/3o = 7 and tl = t) for the runs 7r such that a[a], a [7] E r is not yet guaranteed.
Another change is that an edge is only created upon backtracking it, when it leads to a node from which other edges that were already created, or to a node that has no enabled operations (i.e., a deadlock or termination state). This prevents creating edges that only lead to redundant nodes where all their enabled operations are in their sleep set.
The algorithm that appears in Figure 1 
t).
Consider now the complexity of the spawning algorithm when a perfect hashing function to locate old nodes in O(1) is given. Each node s can be expanded at most as many times as it is assigned a new sleep set, since in each time, sleep(s) is diminished.
Thus, each edge can be explored no more than IT I times. Each time an edge s a ~ t is explored, a new sleep set is calculated for t and compared against the old one. This
can be done in time O(I T I). Thus, the time complexity is therefore O(I T 121 E I) (notice that the graph is connected), where [ E I is the actual number of edges explored, rather than the number of edges in the full state graph. The space complexity is o( (I T II V I)+ I I), where V is the actual number of nodes. Notice that space is
further saved in this modified version of the sleep set algorithm by not creating edges that lead to non-fixed nodes.
The reduction of the state graph was achieved so far by collecting information about the explored directions. We allow a further reduction of the state graph by allowing
ample(s) C en(s)
. This is related to [5, 15, 3] and others, where a subset of the enabled directions to be explored from a node is calculated before starting its expansion, based on a static analysis of the modeled program. Our adaptation to this principle will again insure representations for all the runs rather than only for finite traces. The following definition, adapted from [13] , characterizes all the sets of operations that guarantee at least a single successor for a state q for each run in a set of runs ~.
Definition 3.1 A set T C_ T is called an ample set for q with respect to a set of runs T~ if for each a such that fin~ = q, for each run ~r E T~ such that ~r E_ ,75
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Before expanding a node s whose value is q in the reduced state graph, an ample set Ts for q w.r.t. R~ is calculated. We say then that ~ is an ample set for s. Again, we need to prevent cycles in which an enabled operation is not taken as each node relies on its successor to take this direction.
Ample sets are implemented by using a procedure ample(s) that returns an ample set Ts C en(s) of Fairness assumptions play an important r61e in calculating Ts: an equivalence robust fairness assumption can be conceived also as a condition on runs. Then, an ample ~et can be sought with respect to the set of fair runs. Thus, dealing with a smaller set of runs can be used to diminish the size of the ample sets, resulting in smaller state graphs. Let us consider a specific weak fairness (justice) assumption: an interleaving sequence is fair in this sense iff the following holds:
(,) if an operation a is enabled from some state of the sequence, then some operation that is dependent on a (possibly ot itself) will appear eventually in the sequence.
Notice that from Definition 2.1, once a is enbaled, if no operation dependent on a is executed, it remains enabled.
Example. Consider again the program P1 in Section 3.1. The sequence (fl76) ~ in which a does not appear is unfair with respect to (*). Notice that in the state graph depicted in Section 3.1, no fair interleaving sequence is generated, and thus model checking algorithms such as [8] The above theorem justifies seeking heuristics, rather than an optimal algorithm to find ample sets. The reduction used in the proof of Theorem 3.2 generates a program that has only finite interleaving sequences, and thus the theorem does not depend on any fairness condition. There is a clear tradeoff between execution time and making a good prediction: the better prediction is more time consuming to make. In Section 4, it will be shown that the choice of the heuristics should depend on the fairness assumption used. Some calculations of subsets of enabled operations in [5, 3, 15] are also particular cases of ample sets. In some cases, it is also possible to reduce the ample sets when relaxing the requirement that there must be at least one representative sequence for each equivalence class. In these cases, several disjoint equivalence classes can be combined into a new single equivalence class, requiring a single representative, and hence resulting in a smaller state graph.
Model Checking Using Reduced State Graphs 4.1 Achieving Equivalence Robustness
It will now be shown that for any checked next-time free LTL formula ~o we can extend D in such a way that ~ becomes equivalence robust. Then it is possible to spawn the reduced state graph (w.r.t. the extended dependency relation) for P and use it to model check if ~o holds.
The size of the reduced state graph grows when adding more dependencies. This is because with a larger relation D (that contains more dependent pairs), the equivalence relation becomes finer, and more representatives are needed in the generated state graph. Thus, our aim is to find a small as possible extension of D that will guarantee equivalence robustness.
An operation a E T affects a proposition Y, if there exists a finite admissible sequence va such that the truth value of Y is different in finv than in finva. We assume that for each proposition Y that appears in the checked formula ~ it is possible to calculate efficiently (e.g., syntactically, during translation of the checked program to a set of operations) a set a(Y) C T that includes at least the operations that affects Y. (It will be evident that it is beneficial to keep a(Y) as small as possible. However, calculating a minimal a(Y) can be expensive.) The set a(~) is defined to be the union of a(Y) for all propositions Y in qo. This can be defined inductively on the structure of the formula, e.g., a This provides a strategy of obtaining a smaller dependency relation: given a formula ~, rewrite ~ in an equivalent form in which as many as possible boolean operators appear at the outermost levels (i.e., not within the scope of any temporal modal). That is, ~ is written in an equivalent form as a boolean combination of some formulas ~1, ..., ~,~. Then, extend the dependency relation D given for a program P to D' = D U (a(qol) x a(~l ) ) U... U (a(qOn) x a(~n) ). Rewriting Rewriting the formula can also be automated: whenever the left hand sides of one of the above temporal equivalences is found, it is replaced by its corresponding right hand side. However, notice that when an until operator ('L/') is encountered in a subformula, either the left or the right side of the subformula needs to be duplicated in the rewriting. Thus, the rewriting can increase its length exponentially. But observe that we do not actually need the rewritten formula for model checking, as we can model check the original, equivalent formula. The rewriting is needed only for the purpose of adding less dependencies. Thus, it is only important to identify the boolean components of the rewritten formula, and then add dependencies separately for each one of them. Therefore, instead of rewriting the formula, we can obtain its components, which can be done in time linear in the size of the formula. (But optimal rewriting can be easily shown to be NP-hard in the size of the formula.)
(~lbl#) = a(rl) U a(#), a(~l V #) = a(~) U a(#), a(O~l) = a(~l).
The following algorithm pushes components of the formula r/that contribute separately to the dependence relation into its stack. As a preparatory step for applying the algorithm to r/, it is beneficial to use de-Morgan equivalences (i.e., --,(r/V r = -,t7 A -,r and "-,(rl A ~b) =_. -,r/V --,r in order to push negations that precede conjunctions or disjunctions inwards (since, for example, u-,(~o V r will not be separated, while the equivalent t2(-,qo ^ -~r will). 
Treating Fairness
It is important to consider fairness carefully: it might be the case that some run ~r contains fair as well as unfair sequences. If the only interleaving sequence representing r in the reduced state graph is unfair, then this sequence is not taken into account during model checking (see [8] ), regardless of other sequences of ~r that are fair. This can lead to an incorrect conclusion about the satisfaction of the checked formula. For this reason, it is important that the fairness assumption is also equivalence robust. In order to force the assumed fairness condition to be equivalence robust, additional dependencies need to be added. It is important to express the fairness in such a way that the minimal number of dependencies are added. (Alternatively, it is sometimes possible to add dependencies directly for a fairness requirement without expressing it as a temporal formula.)
Consider the following fairness assumptions: a sequence is operation just if whenever an operation is enabled from Some point onwards, it will be executed infinitely often, i.e., AaeT(<>Den~ -+ E2<>execa). A sequence is operation fair if whenever an operation is enabled infinitely often from some point, it will be executed infinitely often, i.e.,
AaET(rl<>ena -+ []<>execs).
In order to express these assumptions, a special predicate ezeea is used, which is interpreted over occurrences of operations in a sequence. It is easy to see that D<>exee~ is equivalence robust. In order to make the subformulas E3<>ena and <>Dena equivalence robust as well, we can add to the dependency relation for each operation c~ dependencies between all pairs of operations that can make it enabled or disabled.
The fairness assumption (,) is equivalence robust (see [7, 13] ), regardless of the actual modeled program. Thus, it is not necessary to consider extending the dependency relation because of the assumed fairness property. It is weaker than both operation justice and operation fairness. This stems from the reflexivity of D, independently of the choice of D. Definition 4.3 A faithful decomposition [5] for (a node) s is a partition (7"8, ~ ) Notice that the notion of ample sets is more general than faithful decompositions. In order to calculate faithful decompositions, define a symmetric relation E C_ T x T such that if (a, 8) E E then a and 8 cannot be enabled both from a mutual state (i.e., ena n ena = r It is preferable, for achieving smaller ample sets, to have as big an E relation as possible. Evaluating a relation E for a program P that will have exactly all the pairs of operations that cannot become enabled simultaneously is expensive. However, a practical evaluation of E can be done when translating a program written in some programming language to a set of operations: e.g., operations that correspond to a mutual process can be in E, unless they belong to the same non-deterministic choice.
Let s be a node of the expanded state graph that we wish to expand. Then (Ts, ~s)
is a faithful decomposition if T~ C_ en(s) and {7-[ 3a E Ts (a, r) E D \ E) _C T~.
That is, all the operations that are dependent on operations in Ts, and are not necessarily disabled when an operation of T8 is enabled, are already in Ts. Based on the above description, calculating an ample set U for a node s can start with choosing U as a singleton operation from en(s). Then U is repeatedly expanded by adding all the operations that are dependent on operations in U, and are not disabled when one of the operations selected before is enabled. If during this expansion of U, it contains operations that are not included in en(s), this set U is abandoned, and a new search is started from a different operation of en(s) that was not used before. Selecting the first operation a can be prioritized, as in some cases it is possible to estimate on the size of the ample sets in which they may participate. 
Model Checking without Fairness Assumption
Consider now the case where no fairness is assumed. In this case, constructing ample sets from faithful decompositions is not possible. As a counter example consider the program P1 in section 3.1. Then, {a} can be considered as a faithful decomposition for the starting node, but not as an ample set, since when no fairness is assumed (/3~5) ~ is a legal execution sequence, in which a is never executed. The definition of a faithful decomposition needs to be strengthened in order to give enough representatives: Previously, Definition 4.3 allowed that operations that are independent of the operations in ~ are unconditionally repeated, as the fairness assumption (.) does not allow them to occur exclusively. In practice, one might need to further strengthen strongly faithful decomposition, e.g., replace 'infnitely many times' by 'once' in the above definition. This is still expensive to check, but an estimating procedure can be given, based on a syntactic analysis of the program.
4,4 Checking Safety Properties
As seen from the above examples, fairness assumptions, such as (.) can be taken into account when calculating ample sets, resulting in smaller ample sets. The following theorem guarantees that when model checking safety properties, it is possible to gain from incorporating fairness conditions, even if the executions are not assumed to be fair. Thus in the case of safety properties, we can choose the most beneficial fairness assumption that can be used for generating ample sets (while adding as few dependencies as possible), even if no particular fairness is assumed.
We restrict ourselves to deal with fairness conditions that satisfy that every finite admissible sequence can be extended to a full fair execution sequence. This requirement is caUedfeasibility in [2] . It means that, according to the definitions in [1] , these fairness assumptions are required to be liveness properties. This requirement is satisfied by many fairness assumptions, such as operation justice, operation fairness and many others (e.g., the ones in [9] ). Theorem 4.6 Given a feasible fairness assumption r a safety property qo, and a program 19, qo holds in P under the assumption ~b iff it holds without any fairness assumption.
The weak fairness assumption (.) is equivalence robust (see [13] ), and thus adds no new dependencies. Combined with the fact that an algorithm for constructing ample
